Automated generation of a four-dimensional model of the liver using warping and mutual information.
The use of mutual information (MI) based alignment to map changes in liver shape and position from exhale to inhale was investigated. Inhale and exhale CT scans were obtained with intravenous contrast for six patients. MI based alignment using thin-plate spine (TPS) warping was performed between each inhale and exhale image set. An expert radiation oncologist identified corresponding vessel bifurcations on the exhale and inhale CT image and the transformation for identified points was determined. This transformation was then used to determine the accuracy of the MI based alignment. The reproducibility of the vessel bifurcation identification was measured through repeat blinded vessel bifurcation identification. Reproducibility [standard deviation (SD)] in the L/R, A/P, and I/S directions was 0.11, 0.09, and 0.14 cm, respectively. The average absolute difference between the transformation obtained using MI based alignment and the vessel bifurcation in the L/R, A/P, and I/S directions was 0.13 cm (SD=0.10 cm), 0.15 cm (SD=0.12 cm), and 0.15 cm (SD-0.14 cm), respectively. These values are comparable to the reproducibility of bifurcation identification, indicating that MI based alignment using TPS warping is accurate to within measurement error and is a reliable tool to aid in describing deformation that the liver undergoes from the exhale to inhale state.